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in conclusion, cube world is a remake of terraria. it is not a clone of minecraft. unlike terraria, cube world has a storyline and various quests. in addition, cube world is bigger, more feature rich, and is capable of much more than terraria. in addition, cube world is much less frustrating. if you are looking for a clone of minecraft, cube world is not
the game for you. cube world is a fun and engaging game that you can play while you explore the world. it is very important to note that the game is still in development, so the game may have unexpected bugs. in addition, it is recommended that you play with a separate copy of terraria installed, and that you have a backup of your saves/data

on a computer or external drive. you will also need a working internet connection for installation. during installation, you may need to download/install an additional program/component. the important thing to note, however, is that you need to make sure that the cubeworld.exe application is not installing additional components or programs.
you can confirm that you do not have any additional components/programs installed by looking in the top right corner of the screen. cube world is a voxel-based action role-playing game developed by picroma for microsoft windows. in cube world, the player explores a large voxel-based world. it contains dungeons, including caverns and

overworld castles, as well as biomes including grasslands, snowlands, deserts, and oceans. players can use items such as hang gliders and boats to traverse the world more quickly. the game features character creation, which involves the player first choosing a race and sex then customizing the look of the character. the player then chooses
one of four classes: warrior, rogue, ranger, or mage, each of which have access to unique armour, weapons, and abilities.
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